Try not to hibernate while playing this hard word search about winter. The words in this word search are hidden across, down, and diagonally, with backwards.

BLANKET
BLIZZARD
BOOTS
CANDLE
CHILL
CHRISTMAS

COAT
COLD
DECEMBER
FIREPLACE
FREEZE
FROST

HAT
ICE
MITTENS
SCARF
SEASON
SHOVEL

SLED
SLEIGHBELLS
SNOW
SNOWFLAKE
SNOWMAN
SNOWSTORM

SWEATER
WINDY
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BLANKET  COAT  HAT  SLED  SWEATER  
BLIZZARD  COLD  ICE  SLEIGHBELLS  WINDY  
BOOTS  DECEMBER  MITTENS  SNOW  
CANDLE  FIREPLACE  SCARF  SNOWFLAKE  
CHILL  FREEZE  SEASON  SNOWMAN  
CHRISTMAS  FROST  SHOVEL  SNOWSTORM  
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